Abstract-Bloom filters are a well known data structure for approximate set membership. Bloom filters are space efficient but require many independent hashes and consecutive memory accesses for an element test. In this paper, we develop a hash table data structure that stores string signatures in an array. This new Signature Array Hash Table (SAHT) supports faster element testing than a Bloom filter and requires less memory than a standard hash table that uses linked-list chains. The SAHT also supports removal of elements (which a Bloom filter does not) and addition of elements at the expense of requiring about 1.5x more memory than a Bloom filter with same false positive rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are many applications where a large directory list of filenames (strings) has to be searched for a match. One such application is in web proxy caches (such as Summary Cache [2] ). Another application is P2P file sharing where many files, or file fragments, are stored in each node. P2P nodes are queried by peer nodes for a particular file name. A node must be able to quickly respond to a query (e.g., with a query hit if the queried-for file is stored in the node). Our particular motivation is to make query handling very efficient so that it can execute on a small outboard processor to support proxying. Proxying can reduce the energy use of P2P file sharing [3] .
Common to file search applications are the need for 1) fast search for a string match, 2) low memory use (for storing the list of filename strings), and 3) the ability to add and remove filename strings. Probabilistic data structures for approximate set membership testing, such as the Bloom filter, have been investigated for these applications. Bloom filters have many applications in the area of networks where a small false positive outcome is tolerable [1] . Summary Cache [2] used Bloom filters. In this short paper we explore an alternative probabilistic data structure to Bloom filters. We call this new data structure the Signature Array Hash Table (SAHT) and show that it has many desirable properties and advantages.
II. OVERVIEW OF BLOOM FILTERS
A Bloom filter is a probabilistic data structure that represents a set of elements (strings in our application) [1] . A Bloom filter consists of an array of m bits, initially all set to 0, used to represent n strings. A single hash function with k different initial values is used to map (or "store") strings and test for membership. Figure 1 shows the two key algorithms for a Bloom filter: mapStrings() and testString(). In mapStrings() m strings are hashed k times each, and the hash values are used to identify bit locations in bloomArray to be set to 1. In testString() an inString is hashed k times, and the k bit locations are tested. If all k locations are a 1, then probabilistically, the Bloom filter "contains" inString. Bloom filters have a probability of false positive of,
The optimum
With the optimum k, half of the bits in bloomArray are set to 1. For 16 = n m (i.e., 16 bits of bloomArray allocated for each mapped string), 11
For each string test that results in a "hit", k hashes and k memory access (or look-ups) are needed. On average, 2 hashes and memory accesses are needed for a string test that results in a "miss" (this is the mean of a geometric sequence when half the bits are set to 1). An element can easily be added to a Bloom filter, the algorithm addString() is not shown due to space restrictions. It is, however, not possible to remove elements from a Bloom filter without creating the possibility of a false negative. This is a major shortcoming of Bloom filters. (a) for i from 1 to n do for j from 1 to
testString(string inString) Thus, a false positive will occur if an inString hashes to the same offset location (i.e., chain) and same signature value as a non-matching stored string. Figure 2 shows the two key algorithms for our Signature Array Hash Table ( SAHT). The function mapStrings() maps m strings into the SAHT and uses a hash function to generate hash values, hash1 and hash2, for each string. On exit, two arrays are defined and comprise the SAHT:
• ptrArray consisting of m <sigOffset, blockLen> pairs
• sigArray consisting of m stringSig values where sigOffset is the offset into sigArray for a chain with index hash1 modulo m and blockLen is the length of the chain stored in this block. A temporary array, tempArray, is defined within mapStrings(). For a 32-bit machine, we can define hash1 and hash2 to be 32 bits, sigOffset to be 24 bits, chainLen to be 8 bits, and stringSig to be 16 or 32 bits. The values of sigOffset and chainLen are derived from hash1 and hash2 in the function. A 24-bit sigOffset value limits m to be less than 216 , 777 , 16 2 24 = (i.e., no more than 16,777,216 strings can be mapped into the SAHT with the variables defined in size as they are here). The arrays ptrArray and sigArray are used in testString() to test for membership of an input string.
The probability of false positive of the SAHT can be computed as a balls-and-bins problem where the number of balls and bins are equal. For m strings and b bits in stringSig, (2) where the first binomial expression is the probability of a m i , , 2 , 1 … = strings mapping to a given block in sigArray and the second expression is the probability of the string having a unique stringSig in the chain at the given block and assumes that there may already be duplicate stringSig values in a chain. Equation (2) cannot be simplified into a closed form. However, if we assume that each chain contains only non-duplicated values, then the second expression is 
In practice, we find that equations (2) and (3) compute to numerical values that are very close to the same.
We solve for the mean number of look-ups for the SAHT for the case of a miss and hit. Let U be a random variable for the number of look-ups. Then the expected value,
where the initial "1" is for the look-up in the ptrTable and the summation is the mean chain length. For ] [U E hit we condition on the probability of a block (or bin) being non-empty. Thus,
where 
ptrArray [j] .sigOffset = sumCount prtArray [j] .blockLen = count In the SAHT, a mapped string can be removed by setting its mapped sigArray value to zero (this assumes that the hash function always returns a non-zero value). A new string can be added at a somewhat greater cost; sigArray needs to be shifteddown to create a space for a newly mapped-in stringSig. The algorithms removeString() and addString() are not shown due to space restrictions.
IV. NUMERICAL COMPARISON OF BLOOM FILTER AND SAHT
Using the equations in Sections II and III, we determine the memory trade-off between the SAHT and Bloom filter. The SAHT will require more memory for a given false positive rate. Table I requires about 1.4x less memory. However, the Bloom filters will require at least 6.2x and 12.4x, respectively, greater processing time to determine a hit as the SAHT (and about the same amount of processing time as the SAHT to determine a miss). This is computed as the Bloom filter k divided by the mean number of look-ups for a hit with an SAHT (which is 582
).
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON
We implemented a Bloom filter and SAHT in ANSI C to measure the mean number of look-ups (and actual processing time) for hit and miss. For the Bloom filter we used 23 = n m (similar to numerical analysis in the previous section). We used CRC32 for a hash function. We mapped-in 1 million strings of mean length 50 bytes and tested with 6 million strings of the same mean length. We used the gcc 3.4.5 compiler under Windows XP, on a Dell PC with a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 and 1 GB of RAM. from Section III. The measured CPU time also corresponds to the relative differences in look-up time for miss and hit. This shows that the SAHT requires predictably less processing time than a corresponding Bloom filter.
VI. RELATED WORK
A counting Bloom filter was first proposed in [2] as a means of supporting element removal. A counting Bloom filter uses multiple bits (typically 4) for each location. Thus, a 4-bit counting Bloom filter requires 4x the amount of memory. To reduce the amount of time spent in hashing in a Bloom filter, the use of a Random Number Generator (RNG) has been explored [4] . In this approach, one hash is made and then this hash value is used to seed the RNG to generate the 1 − k remaining "fake" hash values. This approach will result in higher false positive rates when the initial hash values are the same for different strings.
Our work is not the first to propose the use of an array to store hash chains to eliminate the need for pointers. In [5] the authors used a sparse array to save space by allocating space only for locations in use. Space is allocated as signatures are inserted. Signatures are pointed to by a second array used as a reference. However, it is not clear which data structure they used to implement it. Our work uses a dense array instead, which allocates space for the expected size of the set. We do not waste space since we know the set size from the beginning.
VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
The Signature Array Hash List (SAHT) is a probabilistic data structure suitable for fast directory search applications. Compared to a Bloom filter, the SAHT requires more memory but achieves a much faster search and allows for strings to be unmapped, or removed.
Future work includes a deeper analysis of the SAHT. We also plan to implement the SAHT in a proxy subsystem for P2P file search or other network application. 
